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Highlights 

• Economic dispatch and demand response models are combined for renewable obligation. 
• Real data from a large-scale direct load control programme are applied. 
• Cost reductions are 21.57% and 15.81%, respectively, for two testing systems. 
 

Abstract 

This paper presents a combined economic dispatch and demand response optimisation model under 
renewable obligation. Real data from a large-scale demand response programme are used in the 
proposed model. The model uses renewable obligation policy and direct load control to find an 
optimal energy and reserve strategy that minimises generation costs and maximising renewable 
penetration. The real data from the South African large-scale demand response programme are used in 
which the system operator can directly control the participation of electric water heaters at the 
substation level. The actual load before and after demand reduction are used to assist the system 
operator in making optimal decisions on whether a substation should participate on the demand 
response programme. The application of real data to the proposed model avoids the traditional 
approaches which assume arbitrary controllability of flexible demand. The effectiveness of the model 
is tested using the modified IEEE 30 and 118-bus systems. The results show that the proposed model 
can achieve significant demand reduction as high as 830 MW for the IEEE 30-bus system and shift up 
to 401 MW. Moreover, a total cost reduction of 21.56% can be achieved using the IEEE 118-bus 
system. 

Keywords: Dynamic economic dispatch; Demand response programme; Flexible demand; 
Residential load management programme; Renewable energy obligation; Renewable energy sources 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

CDF Cumulative density function 
DED Dynamic economic dispatch 
DEED Dynamic economic emission dispatch 
DLC Direct load control 
DRP Demand response programme 
DR Demand response 
DSM Demand side management 
DSO Distribution system operator 
EDRP Emergency demand response programme 
EE Energy efficiency 
GSF Generator shift factor 
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HEMS Home energy management system 
IPP Independent power producer 
PDF Probability density function 
PV Photovoltaic 
RES Renewable energy sources 
RLM Residential load management 
RO Renewable obligation 
RTP Real time price 
SO System operator 
SR Spinning reserves 
TC Total cost 
TOU Time of use 
 

Indices and Sets 

b Index of buses 
g Index of thermal generators 
l Index of transmission lines 
m Index of wind generators 
NG Set of thermal generators 
NL Set of transmission lines 
NM Set of wind generators 
NV Set of photovoltaic generators 
NB Set of buses 
NR Set of generator spinning reserves 
r Index of generator spinning reserves 
T Time interval period 
v Index of photovoltaic generators 
i Index of Pareto set 
 

Parameters 

α Renewable energy obligation requirement 
γ Renewable energy penalty cost in US dollars 
ρ Spinning reserve cost coefficient of the gth thermal generator in $/MWh 
τ PV generator cost in $/MWh 

 System demand after RLM at bus b, and time t in MW 
ζ Wind generator cost in $/MWh 
Cg Thermal generator g marginal cost 
Cm Wind generator m tariff cost 
Cr Thermal generator spinning reserve r operating cost 
Cv PV generator v tariff cost 
DRg Ramp down limit for the gth thermal generator in MW/h 
Pb,t System demand before RLM at bus b, and time t in MW 
Pg,max Maximum output power from the gth thermal generator in MW 
Pg,min  Minimum output power from the gth thermal generator in MW 
Pl,t Transmission line power flow at time t in MW 
SRRr,max Maximum spinning reserve requirement for the gth thermal generator in MW 
URg Ramp up limit for the gth thermal generator in MW/h 

 Demand reduction due to RLM at bus b, and time t in MW 
ε ε-constraint used to change multi-objective optimisation problem into single objective problem 
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 Real time price of electricity at time t in $/MWh 

 Customer willingness to buy electricity at time t in $/MWh 
 Thermal generator g cost coefficients 

Dl,b Generator shift factor for demand at each bus b 
Fl,m Generator shift factor for wind generators 
Gl,g Generator shift factor for thermal generators 
Hl,v Generator shift factor for PVs 
Pl,max Maximum transmission line thermal capacity in MW 
Pl,min Minimum transmission line thermal capacity in MW 
Pm,t,,max Achieved wind generation at time t in MW 
Pv,t,,max Achieved PV generation at time t in MW 
SSRR System spinning reserve requirement in MW 
 

Variables 

Pg,t Scheduled output power for thermal generator g at time t 

Pm,t Scheduled output power for wind farm m at time t 

Pr,t Scheduled output power for thermal generator spinning reserve r at time t 

Pv,t Scheduled output power for PV generator v at time t 

 A binary variable representing the RLM switching status at bus b, time t 

1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been a lot of attention on the optimal demand and supply side strategy of 
energy. From the supply side, the focus has been on reducing conventional generators by increasing 
the penetration level of renewable energy sources (RES). While on the demand side, several 
programmes have been introduced to create customer awareness of utilising energy in an efficient 
manner. The intermittency and stochastic nature of RES such as wind and photovoltaic generators 
makes it difficult for their integration in the power system. This means that the RES generators cannot 
be completely regulated by producers throughout the day as they are weather dependent and an 
increase of RES in power systems requires a robust system. Moreover, the need for capacity margins 
during peak hour demand coupled with the inherent limited ramping capacity of thermal generators 
affect the system security and reliability whenever the RES generators decrease their output power 
due to meteorological conditions. To tackle this challenge, the system operator (SO) takes the 
advantage of demand side strategy by either shifting or cutting down the load to balance the RES 
production. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the effectiveness of demand response (DR) strategy in 
relation to increasing RES penetration without affecting the system reliability and security. 

1.1. Literature review 

Demand side management (DSM) has two fields that focus on demand management, i.e., energy 
efficiency (EE) and demand response programmes (DRP). EE concentrates on retrofitting electrical 
equipment with more energy efficient equipment while DRP focuses on demand management through 
price-based or incentive-based demand reduction programmes. Both programmes are used to 
encourage the customers to use electricity prudently. A comparison between EE and DRP shows that 
DRP is more cost-effective in terms of capital expenditure, and as a result it is the most common 
demand management strategy utilised [1,2]. DRP takes advantage of load flexibility patterns to 
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increase the efficient operation of power system. For example, flexible load from residential 
customers such as electric water heaters can be shifted to low demand period which improves the 
system performance and allows the SO to schedule an optimal energy mix at a least operating cost. 
Flexible demand is, therefore, defined as the potential to modify the consumption profile by varying 
power consumption, time of operation and the activation time of electrical equipment [3]. 

DR has two components, i.e., tariff and incentive-based instruments that are used to encourage 
electricity end-users to respond either to changes in electricity prices over time or provide an incentive 
to customers for reducing their electricity use. The main idea behind all price-based DR is to 
encourage electricity end-users to take the advantage of the electricity prices by moving their flexible 
loads to low demand periods. The types of price-based DR are (i) time-of-use (TOU) pricing, (ii) 
critical peak pricing, (iii) peak load pricing; and (iv) real-time pricing (RTP) [4]. 

On the contrary, the incentive-based DR offers customers incentives in addition to their retail 
electricity rate for achieving demand reduction on the flexible loads when the system reliability is 
required or when electricity prices are too high. The types of incentive-based DR are (i) direct load 
control (DLC), (ii) interruptible service, (iii) demand bidding/buy back, (iv) emergency demand 
response programme (EDRP), (v) capacity market programme; and (vi) various ancillary service 
markets [5]. The DR is applied to all customers and it is normally implemented on non-critical loads 
that are reducible and deferrable. 

A significant amount of research has been conducted in the combined field of dynamic economic 
dispatch (DED) and DRP which focuses on different types of customers, e.g., residential, commercial 
and industrial [6,7]. A day ahead stochastic economic dispatch with price-based DR is implemented in 
Ref. [8] where maximum wind energy is added into the grid by encouraging the customer to shift their 
demand profile which improves the utilisation of the wind energy and reduces the total operating cost. 
The main disadvantage with this type of price based DRP is the direct dependence of the customer 
behaviour to voluntarily decrease the demand. Moreover, it does not show the impact of direct or 
indirect load rebound effects ([9,10]) due to the DRP implementation. A more robust approach that 
provides the system operator (SO) with more control and predictability of the demand is the incentive-
based DR. In the US alone, it is estimated that an incentive based DRP can realise up to 93% of the 
peak load reduction [11]. This direct approach of controlling the customer demand by incentives has 
resulted in a great deal of interest in researchers. In Ref. [12,13], a stochastic unit commitment with 
incentive based DRP is presented and a price quantity package for incentive based DRP is reported in 
Ref. [14]. Authors in Ref. [15] consider a robust optimisation approach to economic dispatch with 
renewable energy sources and incentive DRP. A DR approach which considers EDRP and DLC based 
price elasticity and linear responsive loads, i.e., power, exponential and logarithmic models, are 
presented in Ref. [16]. A combined DED and DR is used to determine an optimal incentive for 
customers considering different responsive loads. 

In [17], a deep neural network for incentive based DRP is reported where the uncertainties in price 
and demand are studied by deep learning and neural network. This is to ensure that an optimal 
incentive price is achieved for the energy demand balance and to improve the grid reliability. A 
combined dynamic economic emission dispatch (DEED) and DRP for industrial customers is 
presented in Refs. [18] where a game theory demand-based response programme is used to find an 
optimal hourly incentive that can be offered to customers participated in load curtailment. The model 
presented in Ref. [19] finds an optimal incentive for customers in order to provide maximum relief to 
the power system by providing customers incentives for participation throughout the day. 

Ref. [20] presents the impact of applying both price-based and incentive-based DR on demand-price 
elasticity concept while incorporating the customer benefit. In the study, the demand is categorised as 
flexible load in a micro-grid with residential and commercial customers and the impact of different 
price and incentive-based schemes are investigated. In Ref. [21], a DR scheduling model is presented 
for smart residential community. The residential loads are classified into different categories based on 
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their demand response capability, i.e., interruptible load, controllable loads and deferrable loads, and 
thereafter, the load is reduced from peak to peak-valley without bringing any customer discomfort. 
The integration of distributed generators (DG) is also included to better manage the demand shifting. 
This study does not incorporate the load rebound effects which results from deferrable load shifting 
from peak demand period to low demand period. In South Africa, the main electricity supplier has 
developed a large-scale residential load management (RLM) programme which is aimed specifically 
at the residential sector [22]. The electric water heaters, also known as geysers, account for about 30% 
and 50% of the electricity consumption in a household [23] and the load can be classified as 
deferrable. Moreover, the utility’s residential customers consume around 20%–25% of the total 
electricity generated with their peak period amounting to 35%. The RLM programme involves the 
connection of ripple control units to electric water heaters which allows the units to be switched on 
and off remotely by the SO. 

Although all the studies have focused on providing a combined benefit from demand and supply side, 
the disadvantages with their proposed methods are: (i) the level of customer discomfort caused by 
regular demand reduction, (ii) the inability of the theoretical DRP models to include the load rebound 
effects that result from demand reduction programmes due to arbitrary control of flexible load. The 
literature review shows that residential flexible loads under DR with DLC is performed during periods 
of high electricity cost and in Ref. [24] the authors do not show the impact of load increase outside of 
the peak period and this implies that the flexible load is reducible. Reference [25] did not quantify the 
demand reduction due to deferrable loads in their models. In cases where storage is used [26,27] the 
authors assume that the cost of electricity from storage is lower than the utility low tariff price which 
implies that the flexible load during peak hours is automatically supplied by the storage system. 
Although this may be a benefit, it is important to note that there are cases where the cost of storage is 
higher than that of the utility and this is not shown in the literature [28,29]. The use of DG and RES to 
offset the electricity prices is also proposed by other authors [30,31]. This approach is generally 
acceptable since the flexible load can be supplied by RES or DG, however, there is also a challenge 
with this approach since RES is intermittent and may not be available during peak period or the 
generation may be inadequate to supply the demand. Lastly, most DRP with flexible residential loads 
in the literature assume that the deferrable loads do not have load rebound effects and this is mainly 
due to the lack of real data. 

1.2. Research objectives 

To address these challenges, this paper aims to develop a combined demand and supply side 
economic dispatch model. This includes the RO policy framework to maximise RES penetration and 
deferring residential flexible demands to period of low electricity price. The renewable obligation 
(RO) policy aims to ensure that the deferrable demand can be supplied from RES during peak hours 
by ensuring that a quota of RES generation is achieved. The customer discomfort level is minimised 
by limiting the demand reduction to electric water heaters. All participating residential customers 
have a smart home energy management system (HEMS) which incorporates a DLC unit connected to 
the electric water heaters that allows remote switching. The main contributions of this paper are 
summarized as follows: 

1. A multi-objective economic dispatch model is presented which integrates deferrable demand 
within a real DLC DRP intermittent renewable energy under RO framework; 

2. Real data from a South African DRP are taken in the optimisation model so that the SO can 
decide whether a substation needs to respond to the DR request; 

3. The application of the real DRP data avoids traditional inaccurate approaches in assuming the 
arbitrary controllability of deferrable load and can cover actual load rebound effect. 
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1.3. Paper organisation 

The contents of this paper are organised into six sections. In Section 2, the RLM framework is 
developed. In Section 3, the mathematical model for the RO, RLM and RES are developed and in 
Section 4, the method for handling multi-objective optimisation is presented. In Section 5, the 
feasibility and efficiency of the proposed model are investigated on two test systems. Finally, in 
Section 6, the conclusions are drawn. 

2. Residential load management framework 

RLM is a utility programme that is focused on residential customers with the objective of reducing 
and shifting the customers flexible load during peak demand periods. The flexible load considered in 
the programme is the electric water heater. 

The residential customers are generally connected at the end of the power grid, while large-scale wind 
and PV plants are normally connected to the transmission power network as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Typical RLM programme structure based on an arbitrary 6 bus network. 

On the residential demand side, all the customers participating in the DRP use a DLC unit which is 
integrated to the two-way smart metering system to send real-time status of the electric water heater. 
The customers are aggregated together on each participating substation. A municipality distribution 
system operator (DSO) acts as a demand aggregator and facilitates the communication between the 
SO and the customers. The real-time data are used by the utility to manage real-time demand on the 
power system. In the RLM programme implemented in South Africa, the residential customers 
participate on a voluntarily basis. However, in this proposed model an incentive is paid to 
participating customers. In fact, the SO uses DRP as a tool for load shifting and pays an incentive 
proportional to demand reduction achieved. The customers can choose to participate in the 
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programme during peak demand periods where electricity price is high. If the consumers chose to 
participate in the programme the demand is reduced and deferred to low demand period and the 
customers receive an incentive. On the contrary, if the customer declines to participate then the 
customer pays high electricity price associated with peak demand. All the real-time demand 
information is managed through a HEMS. 

The utility owns all the thermal generators while the RES is owned by independent power producers 
(IPPs). The SO is responsible for controlling and dispatching all generators to meet the demand and 
achieve RO. The DSO is responsible for managing the residential participation to the DRP 
programme through the substation DLC system. The demand is modelled like negative generation 
with the minimum and maximum load changes based on customer participation level [32]. The main 
objective from the SO point of view is to dispatch all the generators to meet the demand while 
minimising the cost for thermal generators and achieving a RO with minimum power fluctuations 
from RES generators by utilising DR. 

3. Problem formulation 

In this section a mathematical model of the RO policy framework which incorporates the DRP for 
residential customers is presented. In Section 3.1 the RO model is presented and then followed by the 
RLM model in Section 3.2. Finally, the model of RES is presented in Section 3.3. 

3.1. Renewable obligation framework 

The main purpose here is to minimise the total operating cost for the system operator thermal 
generators while maintaining a percentage of renewable energy in the energy mix. The renewable 
obligation model is extended from Ref. [33,34]. 

3.1.1. Objective functions 

The total operating cost includes two terms. The first term is the cost of operating thermal generators 
and the cost paid to IPP for RES generators. The second part is the penalty function that ensures that a 
minimum renewable obligation is maintained in the dispatch period to guarantee the required energy 
mix. 

  
 
Where Cg (Pg,t) is the generator fuel cost function which is a quadratic equation, and Cr (Pr,t) is the 
spinning reserve operating cost and Cm (Pm,t) and Cv (Pv,t) are the cost function for wind and PV 
generators, respectively, as shown in (2) to (5). 
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Note that in this paper  which means that the sampling period is 1 h. The notation  is the 
second part of the total cost which is the renewable obligation part of the model shown in (6). 

  

where γ is the penalty imposed to the thermal generators for not achieving the renewable obligation, α 

is the renewable obligation requirement in percentage. The sign function  which is equal to γ if 
the RES obligation is unattained and 0 otherwise. The penalty γ is normally provided by the energy 
regulator as an annual value. This penalty value can be changed to a daily penalty value 
corresponding to daily economical dispatch of generators. 

3.1.2. Maximise renewable energy penetration 

The second objective function increases the level of RES penetration as presented in Ref. [33]. In 
addition to the total operating cost in (1), the maximisation of RES penetration is shown in (7). 

  

3.1.3. Constraints 

Constraint (8) means that the total power generated from wind, PV and thermal generators is equal to 
the demand per hour at each load bus. Constraints (9) to (12) show the maximum allowable ramp rate 
of the thermal generators. Constraints (13) to (16) are the thermal, wind and PV maximum capacities. 
Constraint (17) means that the sum of the thermal generator and spinning reserve is limited by the 
generator capacity. While constraint (18) shows that the maximum spinning reserve of each generator 
cannot exceed the thermal generator capacity. Constraint (19), ensures that the spinning reserve over a 
dispatch period is greater than the system spinning reserve requirements. Constraint (20) ensures that 
there is adequate spinning reserve to ensure that the demand can be covered by the thermal generators 
if the RES generators are not available to produce any power. Constraints (21) and (22) represent the 
transmission flow limits which are estimated using DC power flow. 
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The maximum spinning reserve requirement SRRr,max  is equal to the maximum thermal generator 
capacity, and the system spinning reserve requirement (SSRR) is equal to 30% of demand Pb,t ; where 
Glg, Fl,m, Hl,v, and Dl,b denote the generator shift factor (GSF) coefficient between line l and thermal 
generator, wind farms, PV plant, and system demand at each bus. The transmission line power Pl,t of 
line l at time interval t is calculated using DC power flow. 

3.2. Residential load management 

The programme considers voluntary participation by residential customers to reduce and shift their 
demand. However, in this case the DRP model assumes an incentive is paid to participating 
customers. The load reduction request from the utility can be anytime of the day and particularly 
when the demand is high. 
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3.2.1. Demand response programme model 

The price-based DR objective function presented in (23) is known as the customer utility function 
which aims to minimise the discomfort level due to the lack of electricity. 

  

Equation (23) refers to the total cost associated with minimising the customer discomfort level which 

measures the benefit the consumer achieves by using electricity during time period is the TOU 

price of electricity while  is the benefit or willingness of the customer to buy electricity for 
performing tasks requiring electricity. For simplicity, the benefit for the consumer is assumed to be 
constant and time independent, which implies that the residential load is deferrable since the task can 
be performed at any time during the day [35]. 

To encourage residential customer participation, an incentive is introduced to the model to quantify 
the impact of demand reduction and demand deferred as a result of the incentive the residential 
customers are incentivized only during peak hours which is assumed to correspond to high demand 
period. 

The incentive price paid to customers is  and  is the difference between the actual demand 
at the participating DRP bus b before and after the demand reduction. 

  

The DLC switching status ub,t  is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if the RLM is implemented at bus 
b in time t and 0 indicating that no RLM is implemented. 

3.2.2. Constraints changes 

The only changes in the constraints are due to the change in demand which is replaced by (25); the 
constraints affected by the demand reduction are (8), (19), and (20). The change of constraint (19) is 
due to the fact that SSRR is equal to 30% of demand Pb,t to guarantee enough spinning reserves. 

  

The two cost functions can be added together to form a new objective function as shown in (26). 

  

3.3. Modelling of renewable energy sources 

In this section a statistical modelling of wind and PV generators is presented using unimodal and 
bimodal Weibull probability density function (PDF). 

The wind energy system is modelled using a unimodal Weibull PDF and the PV generator is modelled 
using bimodal Weibull PDF as presented in Refs. [33]. The statistical modelling techniques used for 
PV and wind generators can be found in Ref. [[36], [37], [38]]. 
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Fig. 2. A step-by-step approach to estimating wind and PV PDF parameters and output power. 
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3.3.1. Implementation steps for RES selection and output power estimation 

The step-by-step approach for selecting RES location and estimate RES output are as follows 

1. Collect 1-year data for wind speed [39] and solar irradiance [40] related to each wind and PV 
site. 

2. Pre-data processing: remove measurement errors and outliers. 
3. Formulate a histogram of the wind speed and solar irradiance data. 
4. Calculate the average wind and solar power density from the real data. 
5. Fit the histogram with the best PDF or multi-modal PDF, i.e., Weibull and bimodal Weibull. 
6. Estimate the initial parameters of the PDFs. 
7. Calculate the wind and solar power density of the histogram which also includes the PDF. 
8. Calculate the sum of wind power density and solar power density. 
9. Estimate the PDF parameters using least square method in excel solver by finding the best 

parameters that match the wind and PV power density curves [33]. 
10. Calculate the wind and solar cumulative density function (CDF) functions based on the 

estimated parameters. 
11. Forecast wind power and PV output power 

A flow chart representing a step-by-step approach is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

4. Multi-objective optimisation approach 

There are generally several approaches that can be utilised to solve a multi-objective problem in the 
literature. These methods are typically, the weighted sum [41], global criterion [42] and ε-constraint 
[43] to mention a few. In this paper, ε-constraint method is used to change the multi-objective 
optimisation problem into a single objective problem. The reason for selecting this method originates 
from the fact that it is efficient for solving non-convex and non-linear problems such as the one 
presented. A single objective function is considered in the ε-constraint methods while the other 
objectives are changed into constraints as shown in (27). 

 

Where    is the Pareto solution set in , that is increased from the minimum to the 
maximum value to generate a Pareto front. The minimum and maximum values of the constrained 
objective function are calculated by maximising and minimising those functions. Thereafter, the ε-
constraint bounds increase from the minimum to the maximum function. In this paper, a preference-
based approach similar to Ref. [41] is used for the best compromise solution in a Pareto optimal set. 
 

5. Numerical case studies 

The modified IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems are used to validate the proposed DRP 
model over a 24-h time horizon using a temporal resolution of 60-min. The historical data of RES 
generators is collected over a period of a year from January 1st, 2018 to December 31st, 2018 and it 
can be found in Ref. [39,40]. The system load is obtained from a real RLM study performed in SA 
[44] which also includes the total number of electric water heaters used, the capacity and the 
temperature range of the storage tank. The modified IEEE 30-bus system has 6 thermal units and 41 
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transmission lines. The system data for IEEE 30-bus can be found in Ref. [45], which includes all the 
ramp rates, thermal transmission limits and quadratic cost coefficients for the thermal units. 

The modified IEEE 118-bus system consists of 54 thermal generators and 186 transmission lines. The 
system detailed data of units and network parameters can be found in Ref. [46]. A total of 10 RES 
generators (5 PV and 5 wind farms) are added to the network on buses 1, 33, 38, 52, 58, 75, 96, 102 
and 117. The transmission line flow limit is simulated using DC power flow at a sampling interval of 
60-min. In all the simulation studies, a RES penetration level of 10% is used as a benchmark. In the 
case where RES penetration level is not achieved a penalty of $100,000 per day is imposed. In 
addition, the system spinning reserve required is based on 30% of the maximum demand and the 
spinning reserve of each generator is equal to the maximum generator capacity. 

The DSO is responsible for implementing the RLM switching at the substation based on SO DRP 
requirement. An incentive of $40 per MWh is paid to participating customers for achieving demand 
reduction. The utility sell electricity to all customers based on the TOU and RTP. The electricity price 
for peak, off-peak and standard period is $200/MWh, $50/MWh and $100/MWh respectively. The 
customer willingness to buy electricity is $120/MWh and $50/MWh for TOU and RTP respectively. 
In this study, peak period is classified as 07:00 to 09:00 in the morning, 18:00 to 20:00 in the evening; 
the standard period is from 09:00 to 18:00 and from 20:00 to 21:00 and remaining period is classified 
as off-peak. Moreover, the participating customers can only receive an incentive during peak period. 

The simulation is conducted on a notebook with an Intel Core i5 at 2.70 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. The 
optimisation model is a mixed integer quadratic programming (MIQP) problem and it is built in IBM 
ILOG CPLEX. The tolerance gap in the CPLEX solver is set to 0.02%. To show the effectiveness of 
the DRP RO model, the effects of operating cost, spinning reserve allocation, incentive cost, 
substation participation to RLM programme, RES penetration increase, peak RES increase or 
decrease, peak demand reduction, demand deferred to other time periods and total demand reduction 
are analysed. The DRP RO model is tested on the modified IEEE 30-bus system considering the 
following cases. 

1. A base case scenario which considers the proposed model without the implementation of 
DRP; 

2. The implementation of the proposed model with DRP DLC considering TOU tariff; 
3. The implementation of RTP of electricity on the proposed model; and 
4. A comparison of the base case to the proposed DRP DLC model. 

Thereafter, IEEE 118-bus system is also used to test the model on a large scale and the sensitivity of 
the model to RES penetration against DRP DLC in terms of spinning reserve, total demand reduction 
and increase in RES penetration. 

5.1. Implementation steps 

The step-by-step approach for implementing the DRP RO model for a combined energy and reserve 
dispatch is as follows. 

1. Input demand before and after RLM, 24-h RES output data, TOU tariff, incentive cost for 
DRP participation and customer willingness cost of electricity. 

2. DSO provides daily demand reduction forecast for participating substations to SO. 
3. Formulate ε-constraint optimisation model. 
4. Evaluate RO and DRP requirements. 
5. Provide an optimal Pareto set. 
6. Implement preference-based approach to select the best compromise solution using lower and 

upper boundaries provided by the SO. 
7. Schedule RO and DLC to participating substations according to the best compromise solution. 
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The overall implementation flow chart is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Optimisation algorithm for solving multi-objective DRP-RO model with Pareto optimal set and 
preference-based approach for selecting the best compromise solution. 
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5.2. Modified IEEE 30-bus 

The modified IEEE 30-bus test system has a total demand before and after RLM of 26822.5 MW and 
26501.3 MW. The integrated PV and wind farms are connected to buses 7, 15, 22, and 24, i.e., two 
PV plants and two wind farms. The sizes of the PV and wind farms are 75 MW, 140 MW, 300 MW 
and 500 MW with an installed capacity of 1015 MW. The parameters of thermal units and RES 
generators are listed in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 respectively [33]. 

Table 1. Thermal generator parameters. 

 

Table 2. PV solar irradiance profile for site 1 and 2. 

 

Table 3. Wind speed profile for site 1 and 2. 
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The RLM programme is applied to load buses, also referred to as substations. The substations 
participating in the RLM programme are located on buses 10, 14, 23 and 26. The total demand before 
and after the implementation as well as the forecasted RES penetration is shown in Fig. 4 and the 
electricity price is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 4. Forecasted demand and RES generation before RLM is implemented. 

 

Fig. 5. Real time price of electricity and the customer price of electricity. 
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5.2.1. Normal operation without demand response 

In this case the normal operation without DR is investigated in terms of total operating cost, 
maximum achieved RES penetration and the allocated spinning reserves. In the first case, a Pareto 
front is used to select the best compromise solution for the multi-objective optimisation problem. The 
minimum and maximum values of the two objective functions are calculated and thereafter, the ε-
constraint method is used to generate multiple solutions related to the changes of the ε-constraint. 
Table 4 shows the Pareto optimal set for different RES penetration level. 

Table 4. Pareto optimal set under renewable obligation of 10%. 

 

The italic values refer, to the minimum and maximum values used in formulating the Pareto set. To 
select, the best compromise solution from a Pareto optimal set, the SO is the main decision marker. In 
this case the lower and upper boundaries related to the total operating cost and RES penetration level 
are set to $400,000 and 8100 MWh. From the SO boundaries, the best compromise solution is 
highlighted in bold as depicted in Table 4. A detailed analysis of the best compromise solution for a 
24-h dispatch period is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Demand and generation for 24-h dispatch period considering 10% RES penetration level. 

Table 5. Pareto optimal set under renewable obligation of 10% and DLC. 

 

The best compromise solution is highlighted in bold and corresponds to RES penetration level of 8296.30 MWh 
and total operation cost of $246,670.00. 
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The generation from thermal units makes up the largest contribution, which is followed by RES 
generators. The total operation costs for supplying electrical demand is $314,520. The thermal units 
generate 18581.5 MWh (69.28%) and RES generators contribute 8241.01 MWh (30.72%) to the total 
demand. A maximum of 8456.80 MW is allocated for spinning reserve services. 

5.2.2. Implementation of incentive based DRP 

The demand on the IEEE 30-bus test system is divided into deferrable, firm and reducible loads. The 
demand before and after the RLM is depicted in Fig. 4. In this case, the impact of DLC is evaluated 
considering the operation costs, spinning reserve allocation, substation participation level, incentive 
paid to customers, total RES and thermal generation levels and the achieved demand reduction. A 
Pareto optimal set is shown in Table 5 as well as the best compromise solution according to the SO. 

When DRP is implemented on the substations, the total demand reduced during peak hour period is 
830 MW while the demand deferred from peak to valley period and off-peak is 509.72 MW. The 
difference between the peak demand reduction and deferred load is 321.12 MW which is the actual 
achieved demand reduction due to DLC implementation. This is properly shown in Fig. 7 where the 
RES and thermal unit generation makes up the hourly demand. 

 

Fig. 7. Demand and generation for a 24-h dispatch period under 10% RES penetration and DLC. 

From Fig. 7 the morning peak corresponds to the time when wind power is available, and PV 
production is low. The total generation from thermal and RES units over a 24-h period is 18205 MWh 
(68.69%) and 8296.34 (31.31%), respectively, while the spinning reserve allocation is 8424.79 MW. 
The substations contributing to RLM programme are active during peak hours which means they have 
reduced their loads. In total, throughout the peak period the RLM substation are actively participating 
in the programme. This brings in a total incentive of $12,844.8 to all the customers participating in the 
RLM. 

The reduction in demand during peak-demand period assists in lowering the system stress on the 
flexible units to supply peak demand and reduce the overall operating costs. Moreover, the increase in 
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demand in other period contributes to lowering the power production of highly loaded base load 
generating units. 

The selection of renewable obligation as α = 10% is used as a benchmark for comparison purposes 
which is a very conservative renewable obligation requirement. This case study shows that the 
achieved RES penetration is 31.31% which is higher than the required 10%. This implies that for the 
small-scale IEEE 30-bus network a maximum RES penetration of 31.31% can be achieved without 
any penalty imposed. This is to say, for any α between 10% and 31.31%, there would not be any 
penalty imposed. When α is greater than 31.3%, there will be penalty incurred. For example, when α 
= 40% , the total operating cost is $356,670 and when α = 50% the total operating cost is increased to 
$476,490. 

The achieved demand reduction is also dependent on the renewable obligation requirement. For 
example, if the RO is increased then the demand reduced will also increase to allow for more RES 
penetration. However, this increase is limited by the available RES generation and transmission 
thermal limits. The proposed model shows that a maximum of 31.31% RES penetration can be 
achieved by reducing 830 MW of demand during peak hours and deferring 321 MW to off-peak 
hours. 

5.2.3. The implementation of RTP of electricity on the proposed model 

In this case study the proposed model is tested using RTP of electricity in order to measure the 
increase in RES penetration and the associated operating costs. The RTP price is different from the 
TOU price in that the market demand determines the prices of electricity. Fig. 5, shows the RTP price 
of electricity [47]. Table 6 shows the impact of implemented DRP using RTP for different Pareto set 
solutions. 

Table 6. Pareto optimal set under renewable obligation of 10% using RTP of electricity. 

 

The bold text refers to the selected Pareto optimal solution. 
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The first and the last Pareto index solutions are the Pareto end points which are also known as anchor 
points. For example, the first Pareto anchor (0) point is related to a requirement that minimises the 
operating costs and the last anchor point (10) is related to maximising the RES penetration level. The 
selected Pareto point (8) shows a RES penetration of 8122 MWh with the operating cost of $303,950. 
This point corresponds to a demand reduction of 570 MW and an increase in RES penetration of 
1.27% with a total incentive of $16,617 when compared to a case without DRP. 

A comparison of Table 5, Table 6, shows that the maximum energy penetration using TOU is 21.57% 
compared to 6.14% using RTP. This corresponds to Pareto point (9) of the two tables. The energy 
penetration is increased when using the RTP compared to when using the TOU tariff. Using the same 
Pareto point (9), the energy penetration is increased from 0.67% to 0.89%. A comparison between 
TOU and RTP shows that from a cost savings point of view, TOU has a higher cost savings. 
However, from a RES penetration point of view, RTP shows better performance. This is only 
applicable to the IEEE 30 bus test system. 

5.2.4. A comparison between base scenario and DRP DLC scenario 

In this case study a comparison of Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.3 is conducted. In the first case a 
Pareto front curve for the two scenarios is presented in Fig. 8 which shows the two curves based on 
whether the DLC is implemented or not. 

 

Fig. 8. Pareto front comparison between a DLC and non-DR programme. 

From Fig. 8, the Pareto front curve where DRP is implemented is below the curve where there is no 
DLC programme. In this case, DRP is implemented to improve the system flexibility by ensuring that 
more RES can be injected in the power system. For the DRP Pareto front, more RES is injected at a 
low cost compared to the normal case without DRP. This shows that the DLC programme increases 
RES penetration compared to the normal RO penetration model without DLC. It also illustrates the 
importance of demand flexibility as an important tool to improve fluctuations in RES generation by 
allowing more RES penetration. 

Table 7 shows a detailed comparison of the base scenario RO model and the DLC RO model. 
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Table 7. A comparison of base case and DRP case. 

 

To analyse the influence of DRP-DLC programme on the normal RO optimisation model, this section 
evaluates the optimisation results as given in Table 7 which provides the optimisation results in 
different scenarios. According to the results in Table 7, the demand before and after RLM is shown as 
321.20 MW which means that the implementation of DLC has significantly decreased the load 
demand. This can be seen by the thermal unit output power over the dispatch period. In the first case 
where no DLC is implemented, the overall thermal unit production is higher than the DLC case by 
2.03%. This shows that the demand flexibility has reduced the need for an increase in thermal unit 
production. The same analysis can be extended to the allocation of spinning reserve requirements for 
the two scenarios. As clearly shown in Table 7, the base scenario has a higher requirement for 
spinning reserve compared to the DLC case. The introduction of DLC reduces the spinning reserve 
allocation by 0.38%. This leads to a reduction in the thermal unit ramping requirements as a result of 
managing RES penetration fluctuations. RES penetration level increase from base scenario to DLC 
scenario by 0.32%. This is mainly attributed by deferring load from peak period to valley period 
where PV production is at the highest. This is also attributed by the low energy cost of RES compared 
to thermal units. More importantly, the flexibility of DR has increased the RES penetration. In fact, 
demand flexibility is acting a temporary spinning reserve storage which in turn assists in improving 
network reliability and security associated with an increased RES penetration. 

The overall benefit of DLC is shown by a significant decrease in the total operation cost between the 
two scenarios. Due to the reduced production of thermal units and minimised allocation of spinning 
reserves, the overall cost is also decreased for the DLC scenario. The reduction is operating cost also 
includes an incentive that is paid to the participating customer. The overall cost reduction is 21.57% 
lower than the base case scenario. These benefits are not only limited to demand reduction or the total 
operating cost, but also includes a significant reduction in thermal generation capacity requirements 
also corresponds to a reduction in power flow congestion. This ultimately increases the utilisation of 
RES units and it may speed up the integration of RES generators to power systems. 

5.3. IEEE 118-bus test system 

In this case study a large-scale power system is used to test the performance of the proposed DRP RO 
mode on the IEEE 118-bus system. The system base line load is found from Ref. [46] and real data 
from the RLM programme is used on load bus 2, 12, 18, 32 and 59. The total demand before and after 
the implementation of RLM is 126,854 MW and 126,830.20 MW, respectively. The sizes and 
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parameters of the RES generators can be found in Refs. [33] and the total installed capacity is 
32,928.70 MW. The RES output power is same as the one shown in Fig. 4. 

The two cases, which were studied in Sections 5.2.1 Normal operation without demand response, 
5.2.2 Implementation of incentive based DRP are also performed for the large-scale system. Table 8 
shows a comparison between the two cases studies. The overall performance of a large-scale test 
system shows no deviation from a small network since the results are consistent with previous system. 

Table 8. A large-scale comparison of base case and DRP case. 

 

For example, in Table 8, the flexibility due to demand reduction is shown to increase the overall RES 
penetration while decreasing the production of thermal units. In total, the thermal units reduce their 
production by 0.89% while the RES penetration is increased by 2.14%. This is consistent with the 
previous test system. The reduction in thermal unit production is also followed by the reduction in 
spinning reserve allocation of 0.81%. 

The implementation of the DLC programme has a positive impact on the operation cost. The overall 
operating costs are reduced by 15.8% while an incentive of $40,951.00 is paid to participating 
customers. The total demand reduction before and after the RLM implementation is 1023.80 MW. 
Fig. 9, shows the overall demand before and after the implementation of the RLM programme. In this 
case study, there is no increase in RES production during peak hours as it remains the same. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of demand before and after the implementation of RLM for a large-scale network. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a demand response programme using direct load control of the electric water 
heaters. The proposed model also takes into consideration a renewable obligation framework which 
aims to maximise the renewable penetration level. The proposed model is tested using the standard 
IEEE 30-bus and 118-bus systems. The effectiveness of the model is tested using the time of use tariff 
structure and real time price of electricity. To show the effectiveness of the model the standard IEEE 
30-bus system shows a significant increase in RES penetration while minimising the operating costs. 
The implementation of direct load control shows that the participating substations reduce their 
demand significantly to allow an increase in RES penetration especially during peak hours. Using the 
IEEE 30-bus system, the proposed model shows that both TOU and RTP tariff structures can be used 
to achieve cost saving while increasing RES penetration under direct load control. A comparative 
study is used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in terms of the total operating costs, 
peak load reduction, deferred load, spinning reserve allocation and incentive paid to participating 
customers. The conclusion of the study can be summarized as follows: 

1. Using the standard IEEE 30-bus and 118-bus system, the proposed optimisation model shows 
that is can help in scheduling renewable energy sources and thermal units while allocating 
enough spinning reserves. The introduction of direct load control of electric water heaters on 
a substation level improves the level of renewable energy penetration and significantly 
reduces the system total operating cost. 

2. Using IEEE 30-bus and 118-bus system under time of use tariff and direct load control of 
electric water heaters, a total cost reduction of 21.57% and 15.81% can be achieved. 

 
3. A comparison of the normal renewable obligation model and direct load control model shows 

that demand response is an effective tool to achieve system reliability. 
 

The current renewable obligation and demand response model does not take into consideration the 
impact of the secondary trading market for renewable obligation certificates. Therefore, the future 
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research will incorporate that into the model while including the supply/bid curve in modelling a 
multi-stage stochastic programming model for a day-ahead, adjustment and balancing market. 
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